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Houston is a home-based , distribution and rental of medical mobility equipment. We offer our customers excellent customer service; includes free delivery and pick-up for rental, free delivery for sale, competitive prices and ongoing support for customers. We achieved enormous success in
our first financial year. In order to maintain the growth and profitability of our business, we propose to deposit two new products into our rental and sales inventory. The first product, the pediatric knee roller, and the second, the bariatric knee roller. While we had a lot of success with the adult
knee scooter, we missed opportunities by not being a youth size and boralising... See more content... The product cost for us is about 150 US dollars. As a home company, Houston-based Knee Scooters has followed a fairly simple CRM system in the past. We used a table of pivot tables to
determine how many calls we received and whether it resulted in a sale or rental, as well as all notes with customer information and comments. Calls include actual phone calls, websites, and e-mail requests. We also distinguish between customer and customer. Our customers are primarily
medical and physical therapy offices that purchase, display and distribute our marketing materials. Although this has served us well in our early business development, we have recently started using Salesforce. Salesforce enables us to separate customer contacts from customer contacts,
track our social media contacts, upload our customer forms to the cloud, provide more real-time conversation options with Chatter, and more thorough tracking of marketing, sales, and rental information (Salesforce.com). Salesforce has many different marketing and sales options, and we're
very excited to have the mobile connectivity with our customers and customers that Salesforce can provide. With the success of the past year and our desire to improve our business and customer experience, we have decided to add these products for three reasons: customer enquiries,
and customer feedback. We received 27 calls last year from customers who tried so, so tried Google this, and it looks like the paper could have been something completely different. I have to propose two new products for a particular company that will be well preserved response will be
feasible global environment. I asked to prescribe my essay today and wanted to do banking (on the field since 2008). And can shoot me in the foot. For the second question, I am thinking of three different methods, why I consider the two services to be advantageous. I said: Time series
analysis (more precisely trend analysis), market tests and expert forecast inge... Do I miss anything? It has literally written this and a few more in like two chapters A.D., as that seems almost too easy. Others who do this paper for banking products? Premium essay ... Marketing C212
Suzanne Arciga 6/2/2016 A1. New Products and Services Mary Kay was launched in Dallas, Texas, with only five products. Entrepreneur Mary Kay Ash, the biggest dream was to transform; and help women succeed. Mary Kay currently offers more than 200 premium products. The product
ranges are innovative skin care, enticing make-up and unforgettable fragrances. Mary Kay is currently available in 35 markets on five continents worldwide, and Mary Kay's worldwide sales are around US-Dollar 4 billion. Since 1990, Mary Kay Inc. has been experiencing strong growth,
opening in more than 20 new markets around the world. In June 2007, there was talk of a company called Lugo and Alejandra Aguzzi that would sell the popular US women's cosmetics brand Mary Kay in Costa Rica. Lugo and AA launched a website for online purchase and telemarketing
company 24/7 hotline; without success. There are currently no independent beauty consultants nor Mary Kay has listed Costa Rica on the website, which contains 35 markets on five content for other countries. I propose two new services: 1) No tax or shipping for online purchases for Costa
Rica Residence 2) Build a store in Costa Rica where customers can go and buy; without feeling the pressure of a consultant. Need and Existing Global Market Listed below are 3 methods/ways that there is both a need and an existing global market for...... Words: 2796 - Pages: 12 Premium
Essay ... Marketing C212 Retail Store Marketing Proposal Orange Kingdom is a clothing store owned by Between, Inc. It differs from its family brands such as Between and Old Marine, as it has an upscale image compared to the other two brands, and is aimed at young professionals in
their mid-twenties to mid-thirties, both men and women. It offers mid-scale work-to-play casual and business apparel, accessories and shoes through about 500 stores including factory stores in the United States. It is also gaining market share in Asia, South America and Europe. In this
marketing proposal, I'd like to discuss three customer loyalty and customer acsok. Styling advice people tend to to buy. If you go to furniture stores, go, already have matching sets that are already combined for you, so you don't have to work hard to make them look beautiful together.
Clothing stores have the same strategy through window displays. Many people buy clothes dressed as mannequins. It is more difficult to mix and match the elements or find something else to go with a particular element. Every person also has a different skin tone, which makes the colour
combination of clothing a challenge. Therefore, providing styling consulting service in a store will be beneficial to attract new customers. Alteration Service I grew up in Korea. As you can imagine, most of the population in Korea have smaller...... Words: 3968 - Pages: 16 Premium Essay ...
Marketing C212 Knee Scooters of Houston is a home-based sales and rental company for medical mobility devices. We offer our customers excellent customer service; includes free delivery and pick-up for rental, free delivery for sale, competitive prices and ongoing support for customers.
We achieved enormous success in our first financial year. In order to maintain the growth and profitability of our business, we propose to deposit two new products into our rental and sales inventory. The first product, the pediatric knee roller, and the second, the bariatric knee roller.
Although we have had a lot of success with the adult knee roller, we have missed opportunities by not providing youth-sized and banyarian products. In the past year, we have received numerous customer inquiries for these products as well as from the staff of the clinics with whom we



advertise in the medical community. Knee rollers are intended for people who cannot carry weight on the foot or ankle, e.B. after a fracture or a severe sprain. Our current models are standard size and are rated for people 4'11 and more, and support weights up to 300 lbs.
(Kneescootershouston.com) They weigh about 22-25 lbs., depending on the model. These scooters are suitable for older children and adults, but are cumbersome for a smaller child and not sufficient for a heavier adult. The pediatric knee roller, the KneeWalker Jr., has been specially
designed for children between 3'6... Words: 1719 - Pages: 7 Premium Essay ... MARKETING Competencies: 3013.1.1: Marketing function - The graduate analyzes the global market to identify opportunities to gain competitive advantage through marketing activities. 3013.1.2: Customer
Relationship Management - The graduate recommends customer relationship management practices to maximize customer satisfaction and retention. 3013.1.3: and assess profitability - The graduate evaluates the feasibility and profitability of new products and services within the
organization. 3013.1.4: Marketing Strategy - The graduate designs a strategic marketing plan for a new product or service. 3013.1.5: Entrepreneurial Entrepreneurship - The graduate identifies risks and opportunities for an entrepreneurial enterprise. Introduction: Marketing managers of
global organizations are often asked to assess the feasibility of new products and services and to predict their profitability for the organization. To do this, you select a company that wants to develop new products and services to gain a competitive advantage in the global market. You will
first consider the products and services that the company currently offers and recommend new products and services that have the greatest profitability potential based on your valuation. You then identify the target market and consider how you would reach this market with traditional mass
media and social media for launch and beyond. For example, a company for natural foods... Words: 2070 - Pages: 9 Premium Essay ... EdgeMark New Services and Marketing Marketing C212 February 2, 2015 EdgeMark New Services and Marketing EdgeMark Cinemas are a chain of
cinemas in 37 states with 475 theaters in those states covering the West Coast, East Coast and Midwest. EdgeMark's profits, like other cinemas, have fallen in a small but steady decline over the past 12 years. Industry average of 2.05% ticket sales per year over the past 12 years also,
adjusted for inflation, sales have fallen by an average of 1% per year over the past 12 years (Domestic Movie Theatrical Market Summary, 2015). The chain is currently striving to increase ticket sales, loyal customers and profits through additional products and services. New Services
Marketing executives for EdgeMark have proposed two new services that are premium memberships and special ads. These services aim to increase patronage through loyal customers and attract new customers to loyal patrons. Both services will be easy to set up and operate and will
increase profitability for years to come. These new services are feasible and will increase the profitability of cinemas in the following ways: ▪ Low cost of initiating and operating ▪ Additional profits from membership fees and additional ticket sales ▪ Additional profits from additional food and
beverage sales ▪ Increased promotion by loyal customers ▪ Increased number of new loyalists...... Words: 1845 - Pages: 8 Premium Essay ... EdgeMark New Services and Marketing Marketing C212 February 2, 2015 EdgeMark New Services and Marketing EdgeMark Cinemas are a chain
of cinemas in 37 states with 475 theaters in those states covering the West Coast, East Coast and Midwest. EdgeMark's profits, like other cinemas, are in the last 12 years in a small but steady decline. Industry average of 2.05% ticket sales per year over the past 12 years, adjusted for
inflation, has also seen revenues fall by an average of 1% per year over the past 12 years. Dropped. Movie Theatrical Market Summary, 2015). The chain is currently striving to increase ticket sales, loyal customers and profits through additional products and services. New Services
Marketing executives for EdgeMark have proposed two new services that are premium memberships and special ads. These services aim to increase patronage through loyal customers and attract new customers to loyal patrons. Both services will be easy to set up and operate and will
increase profitability for years to come. These new services are feasible and will increase the profitability of cinemas in the following ways: ▪ Low cost of initiating and operating ▪ Additional profits from membership fees and additional ticket sales ▪ Additional profits from additional food and
beverage sales ▪ Increased promotion by loyal customers ▪ Increased number of new loyalists...... Words: 1845 - Pages: 8 Premium Essay ...------------------------------------------------- Task 2: Marketing C212 Assessment Code: C212 Student Name: Cristian Dimitricoff Student ID: 000386870
Date: 05/12/2015 Student Mentor Name: Maryann Lamer Proposal of New Product/Service Dr. Bob Smith founded Smith Optics Inc, in 1965. Dr Smith worked with friends to develop a new type of glasses. Today, fifty years later, Smith Optics is one of the world's top eyewear and other
extreme weather equipment manufacturers. Smith Optic products are divided into four main categories: men, women, technology and life. There are six subcategories in the men's and women categories: sunglasses, recipe, glasses, helmets, accessories and clothing. Under the tech
category, we find four subcategories: sunglasses, glasses, helmets, and off-road, and finally, we find five subcategories in the life category: Snow, Water, Outdoor, Moto and Smith News (Smith, 2015). These categories and subcategories represent the products offered by Smith Optics,
products that consumers can buy, and these product types are characterized by their tangible form. Consumers can buy, carry, break the product and still be something that consumers can wear or touch. Smith Optics also offers two types of services. The first is called Customer Service
and consists of shipping and returns. Under the shipping service, Smith Optics provides some information about phone orders, operating hours (in...... Words: 5924 - Pages: 24 Premium Essay ... Marketing C212 Gretta Alexander RN MSN 15 September 2015 WGU Table of Contents 1st
Background............................................................. 3 2. Strategic Plan................................................................ 3 a. b. Vision............................................................... 3 c. Goals............................................................................... 3 Objectives.....................................................................................
3 Competitive advantage................................................... 4 4. Swot.................................................................. 5 5. Customer Relationship Management.................................... 6 6. Potential risk..................................................................... 6 7. Prices............................................................ 7 8.
Distribution chain............................................................... 8 9. Marketing channels................................................. 9 10. References...................................................... 10 Background Extended Beauty is a newly developed primer and applicator from Alexander Cosmetics. Extended Beauty is
a primer that allows prolonged wear of makeup during the day to eliminate the makeup to refresh during the day. As professionals, mothers, carers and housewives, women have a busy schedule during the day. Extended Beauty allows women to stay beautiful while performing all their daily
tasks. Alexander Cosmetics was founded in 2002 by Gretta Alexander. It is a company that offers all natural cosmetics and continues to seek growth and the introduction of new outstanding embellishment products to become the leading company in its field. No animal tests are carried out
for our products. Strategic vertical new master plan mission: Give women a stress-free way to stay beautiful...... Words: 1362 - Pages: 6 Premium Essay ... Marketing C212 16.01.2015 A1. Our fitness is located in Cockeysville, Maryland, and offers fitness services for people of all ages,
levels and expertise. The main purpose of Our Fitness is to promote a healthy lifestyle by providing knowledge about diet and exercise habits. Our fitness is known for its excellent services and aims to expand the business with two additional services. First, we start fitness classes for people
over 55 years of age. These fitness courses are performed to provide a comfortable environment for people over 55 to promote exercise habits and a healthy lifestyle. Secondly, our fitness centre will have its own restaurant next to the fitness center, which has been specially designed for
the members. Our fitness centre's restaurant offers low-fat, low-calorie, high-protein and fiber-rich foods specifically designed to promote healthy eating habits. Strategically, our primary market target will be people over 55 and Marketing Plan 2 will mostly be retirees. Our secondary target
market includes college and high school students. A. Three ways to Identifying products and/or services would be the most feasible and potentially profitable for the company to add: 1. Placement 2. Trends 3. IS the profit margin large enough to make money, but small enough for your target
target group target Placement placement or location is one of the most important factors for winning and binding...... Words: 2389 - Pages: 10 Premium Essay ...www.ccsenet.org/ijms International Journal of Marketing Studies Vol. 3, No. 2; May 2011 The Influence of Brand Loyalty on
Cosmetics Buying Behavior of UAE Female Consumers Dr. Hamza Salim Khraim Marketing Department, Faculty of Business Middle East University, Amman, Jordan E-mail: hkhraim@meu.edu.jo Received: January 24, 2011 Abstract Worldwide annual spending on cosmetics is estimated
at USD 18 billion, and many players in this field are aggressively competing for more and more markets. The purpose of this article is to investigate the influence of brand loyalty on the purchasing behaviour of cosmetics of female consumers in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the UAE. The
seven factors of brand loyalty are brand name, product quality, price, design, promotion, service quality and store environment. The questionnaires were distributed to 382 respondents and managed by themselves. This study used descriptive analyses, disposable ANOVA, and Pearson
correlation. The results of this study showed that brand names showed a strong correlation with brand loyalty. The research showed that there is a positive and significant correlation between brand loyalty factors (brand name, product quality, price, design, promotion, service quality and
store environment) and the brand loyalty of cosmetics. Keywords: Female buying behaviour, brand loyalty, cosmetics, UAE 1. Introduction The history of cosmetics covers at least 6,000 years of human history, and almost every society on...... Words: 6729 - Pages: 27 Premium Essay ...
Ta'Kita Boykin REI Marketing Environment Worksheet Lists the current characteristics of the individual environmental factors related to REI. U.S. economy How does the current U.S. economy affect REI retail operations? 1. If the economy were in a depression, people would start saving
money and limiting their spending habits, which in turn would lead to a decline in online/in-store purchases for REI because the value of their goods/products would have to rise. There will be less purchase for some goods and supplies that reduce the turnover and turnover of the company.
2. Workers in companies would lose jobs (turnover) or workers who earn less money. Global economy How does the current global economy affect REI retail? 1. If some products or goods were bought or traded from another country and currency values were to rise, REI would also have to
buy these items at a higher price and the scope of REI's COURSES would decrease because customers would realize that prices are too expensive for what they want and that they are want to buy. 2. Fair work. REI has teamed up with other associations such as the Outdoor Industry
Association (OIA) and Fair Factories Clearinghouse (FFC) to to ban fair labour violations. Legal sandy and regulatory framework Which legal and regulatory forces influence REI in the USA? 1. Consumer protection. By REI customers use their Social Security numbers to make credit cards,
checks and debit cards...... Words: 475 - Pages: 2 Premium Essay ... KUTCHEN March 24, 2013 MARKETING ANALYSIS REPORT BY: BRIDGETT BLUNT EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Lortex Lutchen is the first company in the United States to ever create a comfortable toilet seat with state-
of-the-art features called Flush Max 1250. This product is designed for consumers who are looking for a piece of dislike in their private time. Our mission is to provide the best in custom toilets while integrating the latest technology to deliver quality and satisfaction to all our consumers. We
are committed to the performance and consumer experience of Flush Max 1240 MARKETING MIX A team of members for a specific task as follows: • You would be responsible for external and internal environments. You/or he would keep up with the new technologies that come out and
keep track of the competition. • You would be responsible for marketing goals and target marketing. He or she would focus on what needs to be done for future purposes. • One would be responsible for the product and pricing strategy. He or she would be responsible for setting prices and
budgeting the product. One would be responsible for the marketing communication strategy. He or she would be responsible for the advertising, advertising, sales and advertising planning of the product. One would be responsible for the sales strategy as well as the implementation and
control. You/or he is responsible for the Marketing Goals Action Plan. A...... Words: 1536 - Pages: 7 Premium Essay ... Summary Introduction Blu-Ray Computer Design provides computer and technical advice for local small businesses as well as home PC users. The company focuses on
marketing, responsiveness, quality as well as the creation and retention of customer relationships. Blu-Ray will initially be a sole proprietorship with minimal leverage. Blu-Ray will be a home office start-up that uses a studio space in the owner's home and serves customers in the local area
of Clearwater, Florida. Blu-Ray Computer Design will initially belong to Nigel Murrien. Depending on the growth, the company may add additional staff and expand operations. Market research shows an available market niche that can be occupied by other companies of this type. The nature
of the computer industry, with its exceptional technological development, creates a constant need for trained in updating and advising customers on computer-related issues. Home PC users will provide most of our business revenue. These jobs typically consist of minor upgrades.
Upgrades. and advice. Business Week expects the computer industry to grow by 12% and processor speeds to continue to grow in the coming years, providing a rich resource for revenue. Blue-Ray Computer Design has decided to focus mainly on the home PC market for many reasons.
These private customers usually request orders that are easier, faster and more... Words: 559 - Pages: 3 Premium Essay ... Marketing Mix The four-p approach has led to a manipulative attitude towards people (Gummesson, 2002:285). What marketing deserves are new approaches, new
paradigms that are more market-oriented (Gronroos, 2002:140). We suggest that the mix has now reached its vanished, and we argue that marketing requires a new paradigm (O'Malley &amp; Patterson, 2002:50). What is common among the above three quotes is the fact that they are all
against the marketing mix. They also share the common belief that it is time for radical change, when the 4Ps are rejected for a new paradigm. But the importance of 4Ps is being undermined. Despite their limitations, they still form the basis used by modern organisations. This paper tries to
show the importance of the marketing mix for modern marketers and that it cannot dedescend to the modern marketing strategy. The paper is divided into six parts. Starting with the introduction, we move on to the development of the marketing mix theory. The third part contains the
literature review of the mixture. The fourth asserts that the marketing mix in conjunction with RM and CRM can lead to a successful marketing strategy and that the fifth Lexus is an example of this claim. It ends with the conclusion. What is Marketing Mix? The definition of the marketing mix
by the Oxford Dictionary of Business and Management is the factors controlled by a company that can influence the purchase of its products by consumers...... Words: 4449 - Pages: 18 Premium Essay ... 1) Research SAP – discuss in YOUR words: What is SAP, what are some of its
functions, research to determine its strengths and weaknesses. These should be 2 paragraphs - at least 20 sentences! In June 1972, 5 IBM programmers founded a company called Systems Analysis and Program Development after working on a program called SAPE for IBM. The
programmers were originally withdrawn from the SAPE project, but wanted to continue their work. The original SAP founders were able to continue their work on the SAPE program and eventually develop many solutions for the business. SAP is now one of the world's largest software
development companies with a focus on Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software. SAP has locations in more than 130 countries and is the world's leading ERP developer. SAP focuses on 6 primary industries: discrete, process, consumer, service, financial, and public services. Sap
Sap provides integrated solutions for large businesses as well as small and medium-sized enterprises. Currently, SAP ERP Business Suite offers 5 ERP solutions for businesses to cover the scope of all the solutions a company may need to succeed. • Supplier Relationship Management
(SRM) - This software enables companies to place orders from suppliers who handle things like inventory, scheduling, and cost analysis. • Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) - This software enables manufacturers to maintain accurate product information,...... Words: 924 - Pages: 4 4
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